Nintex Workflow Cloud is a cloud-first platform designed to support
process automation scenarios that span multiple SaaS providers—
without writing a single line of code.

FAST AND
EASY

POWERFUL AND
CONNECTED

Build processes with a browser-based
drag and drop designer that brings your
workflow solutions to market quickly

Integrate workflows with pre-built
SaaS connectors, CRM, ERP, and
EFSS systems

Develop, configure, and deploy
sophisticated business processes
with clicks, not code

Use Nintex Forms or generate public
web forms with custom URLs

Manage your workflow lists, tasks, and
instances from one dashboard

Create customized mobile process
apps with Nintex App Studio

CLOUD
OPTIMIZED
There is no local hardware to install
Create processes that scale to
enterprise information systems,
services, and applications
Run your workflows on a secure cloud
architecture that consists of industry
standard security and privacy policies

Visit nintex.com/nintexworkflowcloud for your free trial.

DESIGNER

REPORTING &
MANAGEMENT

USER
INTERACTION

EXTENSIBILITY

SUPPORTABILITY

Drag and drop designer

New and improved

Label workflows

Support for a single label change on the
workflow action

Cross-browser support

Consistent design experience across
multiple web browsers

User-based workflow tracking

Monitor usage trends over specified periods
of time

Summary statistics, report, and chart
web parts

Statistical roll-up summaries of key workflow
assets (instances, tasks, etc.)

Individual workflow history

Basic audit trail of individual workflows

Error notifications

Alerts that flag workflow discrepancies

Set notification preferences

Notification preferences based on user roles

Forms generation/support

Support for third party platform
applications, existing Nintex forms, and
mobile forms

Express Approval

Approve and reject tasks via email

Notifications and reminders

Alerts based on specific workflow task
characteristics

Supports Nintex App Studio

Execute workflow processes via customized
mobile applications

Publish a workflow via REST

Simple inputs allow workflows to be called
by external programs and other systems

Call external workflow action

Integrate workflows with external services

Up to 30+ SaaS Connectors OOTB

Connectors based on common processes
automation use cases

Call out to web services

Integrate workflow with external services

Call out to ODATA stores

Allow partner to query and update data
as needed

Customer support audit log searching

Obtain documented record of all
workflow related activity

Back end metric tracking

Provides insight into key
troubleshooting issues

Front end user behavior tracking

Get specific information about how
users are interacting with the product

Find out more at: nintex.com Inquiries: sales@nintex.com
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